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QUESTION 1
What command provides the output shown in the exhibit? (Click on the Exhibit(s) button.)

A. switch# show glbp

B. switch# show standby

C. switch# show glbp status

D. switch# show standby brief

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2
What command would display a single line of information for each virtual gateway or virtual forwarder on a
switch?

A. switch# show glbp

B. switch# show glbp brief

C. switch# show standby

D. switch# show standby brief

Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 3
Which command enables GLBP on an interface?

A. glbp

B. glbp 10 ip 192.168.1.1

C. standby mode glbp

D. switchport mode glbp

Correct Answer: B

Total Question: 143 QAs
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QUESTION 4
What command disables 802.1x authentication on a port and permits traffic without authentication?

A. dot1x port-control disable

B. dot1x port-control force-unauthorized

C. dot1x port-control auto

D. dot1x port-control force-authorized

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5
What command would be used to display detailed information regarding VRRP groups on the switch?

A. switch# show vrrp

B. switch# show standby

C. switch# show vrrp detail

D. switch# show standby detail

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 6
You have configured switches A and B in a network. The gigabitethernet0/1 interface of switch A has
HSRP enabled on it for VLAN 30. Switch A has a priority of 240 and switch B has a priority of 200 for the
HSRP group. You want to ensure that if the gigabitethernet0/1 interface of switch A goes down, then
switch B becomes the active HSRP switch for the VLANs. You have executed the standby preempt
command on switch B.

Which of the following commands should be used on switch A to achieve the desired results?

A. standby 30 track gigabitethernet0/1

B. standby 30 track gigabitethernet0/1 10

C. standby 30 track gigabitethernet0/1 30

D. standby 30 track gigabitethernet0/1 45

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
What attack technique can be used to force user traffic through an attacking device, causing a man-in-the-
middle attack?

A. VLAN hopping

B. DHCP spoofing

C. Rogue device

D. MAC flooding

Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
Assuming that preempt is not configured, when does a router in an HSRP group assume the role of the
active router for the group?

A. A router in standby status will become the active router if it has a higher priority than the active router.

B. A router in standby status will become the active router when it does not detect three consecutive hello
messages from the active router.

C. A router in standby status will become the active router when it does not detect any hello messages
from the active router within the configured holdtime.

D. A router in listening status will become the active router when it does not detect any hello messages
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from the active router within the configured holdtime.

Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
You have configured three routers in HSRP group 10 to provide gateway redundancy for VLAN 56. Your
intention was for Router 1 to be the active router in the group and for Router 3 to be the standby router.
Furthermore, in the event that Router 1 became unavailable, resulting in Router 3 becoming active, you
intended for Router 1 to resume its role as active when it came back online. However, you discover that in
practice, Router 1 does NOT resume the active role when it comes back online.

What command should be executed on Router 1?

A. router1(config)# interface VLAN 56router1(config-if)# standby 10 preempt

B. router1(config)# interface VLAN 10router1(config-if)# standby 56 preempt

C. router1(config)# standby 10 preempt

D. router1(config)# standby 56 preempt

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 10
The partial output displayed in the exhibit is a result of what IOS command? (Click on the Exhibit(s)
button.)

A. switch# show running-config

B. switch# show standby vlan1 active brief

C. switch# show hsrp 1

D. switch# show standby

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 11
You have been assigned to create a plan to implement HSRP on the router connecting your company's
network to the Internet. The router should be the active router in the HSRP group. On the active router, the
following conditions should be met:

Enable preemption with no delay
Set Hello timer to 10 seconds and hold time to 25 seconds
Set the priority to 150

Which of the following commands should be included in the plan to meet the given requirements? (Choose
all that apply.)

A. standby 1 preempt delay minimum 10

B. standby 1 preempt




